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The RICIS Concept
The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information Systems (PJCIS} in 1986 to encourage the NASA
Johnson Space Center {JSC} and local industry to actively support research
in the computing and information sciences. A.s part of thls endeavor, UHCL
proposed a partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated
program of research in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's
main missions, including administrative, engineering and science responsi-
bilities. JSC agreed and entered into a continuing cooperative agreement
with UHCL beginning in May 1986, to jointly plan and execute such research
through RICIS. Additionally, under Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, =
computing and educational facilities are shared by the two institutions to
conduct the research.
The UHCL/RICIS mission lsto conduct, coordinate, and disseminate research .... :
and professional level education in computing and information systems to
serve the needs of the government, industry, community and academia.
RICIS combines resources of UHCL and Its gateway affiliatesto research and
develop materials, prototypes and publications on topics of mutual Intcrcst
to its sponsors and researchers. Within UHCL, the mission is being :
implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of faculty and students
from cach of the four schools: Business and Public Administration, Educa-
t_Ion,Human Scicnees and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
R!CIS also collaborates wtthindustry in a companion program. This p_m
is focused on serving the research and advanced development needs of
industry.
Moreover, UHCL estabhshed relationships with other unlverslties and re-
search organ_.ations, having common research intcrcsts, to provide addi-
UonaJ sources of expertise to conduct needed research. For example, UHCL
has entered into a spccLal partnership wlth Texas A&M University to help
oversee RICIS research ant education programs, while other research
organizations are involved vla the "gateway" concepL
A major role of RICIS then is to find the best match of sponsors, researchers
and research obJecUvcs to advance knowledge in the computing and informa-
Lion sciences. RICIS, working Jointly with its sponsors, advises on research
needs, recommends principals for conducting the research, provides tech-
nical and administrative support to coordinate the research and integrates
technical results into the goals of UHCL, NASA/JSC and industry.
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Abstract
t
\\'e study tile proMem of guaranteeing synchronous message deadlines in token ring networks
whore the timed token medium access control protocol is employed. Synchronous capacity, de-
fitted as the maxinmln time for which a node can transmit its synchronous messages every time
it receives the token, ix a key parameter in the control of synchronous message transmission. To
ensure the transmission of synchronous messages before their deadlines, synchronolls capacities
must be prol-,,_rly allocated to individual nodes. We addros_ the i_sue of appropriate allocation
of the synchronous capacities. Several synchronous capacity allocation schemes are analyzed in
terms of their abiliLv to satisfy deadline constraints of sync]lronotts messages. We show that
an inal_propriato allocation of the synchronous capacities could cause message deadlines to be
missed, even if the synchronous traffic ix extremely low. We propose a scheme, called the normal-
zzed prolwrti¢,_al allocatton ._cheme. which can guarantee the _,ynchronous message deadlines for
synchronous, traffic of up to 33V( of available utilization. To dat< no other synchronous capacity
allocation scheme has been reported to achieve such sub.,,tantial performance.
Another major contrihutiol_, of thi_paper is an extension to th, _ previous work on the hounded
lokon rotation time. \\'o prove thai the tilne olal-,',ed between any t' consecutive visils to a
particular node is bOullded by c. TTRT where TTRY i_, the Targ_t token re|alien time Get up at
system initialization time. The previous re,,ult l,y .]ohn,_on and Sovcik [26. l._}] is a special case
whore c - 2. \\'o use this resuh in the analysis of various synchronous allocation schemes, h can
also be applied in orb,q" similar _tudi.s.
Key Words; llard R,.al-Timo. Di_l rit,ut,.d $5,1,-1n. [DDI.-Yin,-d Tok,'ll Xl,. tium A,'c,'ss (',, 11(,I
Protocol. Synchronous Mo,,sag,,,. P,'rformanc,. Evaluati,_n aml .\nalysi,,..qynchronous Cal-,a,' D-
\VorM (.'ase A,'hi,wahl+' [+tilizati,-m.
"Thi,, w,,rk i,, -Upl'_,,rl,'d in par! I,y an Engineering Ex,-oll_.nc, _ gra,a fJ',,lll T,-'xa", A,k'M r'niver-iLv and t,v a gram fr,,m the
FIf'.,earch In-titu_o 5,r C,,ml,uting and [nf,,rmati,,u _v-lom,, ,,f _l_,' ['niver,-,ily ,,f I-t,,u_,_,,n ('lear Lake.
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Tile length (i.e.. transmission time) of a message in _ynchronous message st ream Si.
Tile synchronous capacity allocated to node i.
The late counter at node i.
Tile set of asynchronous messages at node i.
Tile set of _:,ynchronous message streams at node i
The period length of,_ynchronous messages stream q'i
The time at which the token is expected to arrive at node i after its / t_ visit at that node.
The jtt, synchrollolls message stream at node i.
TILe token holding timer at node i.
The token rotation timer at node i.
It is defined as being equal to TRTi + (1 - LC,) • TTRT.
The Target Token Rotation Time.
Tile transformation of node i to a set of virtual nodes.
The utilization factor of the s,vnchronous mes,_ages, i.e.. fraction of the time spent 1Lv the
network ill transmission of the synchronous messages.
The Achievable l.'tilization of synchronous capacity allocation scheme a'.
Tile Worst Case Achieva _le Utilization of _,vnchronous capacity allocation scheme .r.
The jth virtual uode derived from node i after its tran,,formation.
• _ o * within a givenTILe amount of time available to node i to transmit its svnchronolls lne... ae, e.._
period.
Tile number of (virtual) nodes in tile network.
The
that
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The
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number of synchronous mes_ag6 sti:eam,, in tile network. In this paper, it is as,,umed
l_ = 117. ::
latency between node i and its Ul>tream neighbor.
total ring latency or token walk time.
protocol dependent overheads.
portion of the TTRT that is unavailal,le to tran,,nfit ..ynchronous mess, ages.
ratio of r to tile Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT).
time wh,ell tile tokmJ al'rive_ at no,.l,_ i ill it.. / t_' vi,.i*.
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1 Introduction
High ,_p,-ed networks arc vital for tit," support of distrilntted r,_al-fime applications (e.g.. voice/video trans-
mission, process control). Distributed real-time systems may he categorized as soft r"al-time _.ystems or herd
real-tilne systems. In soft real-time systems tasks are performed lw the system as fast as possible but are not
constrained _o finish I)5 a specific lime. In hard real-time system,, tasks must satisfy explicit time constraints:
otherwise, grave collsequences may restllt. Consequelllly. the nlessages transmitted in the network 1)v lhe
hard real-time tasks are also time constrained. There are two common types of time constraints: las'ity.
which specifies the ntaxilnum time a message can wait before its transmission begins, and d(adlin(, which
defines the latest time by which the transmission of the message must finish. [n this paper, we address the
issue of guaranteeing synchrolmus message deadlines in high speed networks. By guarani(crag, we nleal| that
as long as the network operates normally (i.e.. no failures), synchronous messages are always transmitted
before their deadlines.
We address the issue of guaranteeing message deadlines with the tlm(d tok(tl re(drum acc(_.,* control
(3[AC) protocol [1.5]. This protocol is suital,le for real-time applications not only because of its use in
high bandwidth networks but also due to the fact that it has the important property of bounded access time
which is necessary for real-time communications. The timed token protocol has heen incorporated into many
network standards, including the Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) [1.2]. IEEE 802.4 [19]. the High-
Speed Data Bus and the High-Speed Ring Bus (HSDB/HSRB) [_. 46.47.58]. attd the Survivable Adaptal)le
Fiber Optic Embedded Network (SAFENET) [i-L 28. 35. 40 I. .Many emhedded real-time applications use
them as backbone networks. For example, the FDDI has been selected as a backbone network for NASA's
Space Station Freedom [4. 7.61].
With the timed token protocol, messages are grouped into two separate classes: the s_lnchronous class
attd the asynchronou_ class. Synchronous messages arrive in the system at regular intervals and may be
associated with deadline constraints. The idea l_ohind the timed token protocol is to control the token
rotation tirne. At ltetWol'k initialization time. a protocol parameter called Target Tol,'_n Rotafion T_m_
(TTRT) is determined which indicates the expected token rotation time. Each station is assigned a fraction
of the TTRT. known as ,_.qnchronou.s ¢'apacHq. 1 which is the lnaxinnlnl time for which a station is permitted
to transmit its synchronous messages eveLv time it receives _he token. Once a node receives the token, it
transmits its synchronous message, iF ally. for a time 11o nlore than its allocated synchronous capacity. It can
then transmit its asynchronous messages only if the time elal,,.ed since the previous token del_arture from
The same node is less than the value of TTRT, i.e.. only if the token arrived earlier than expected.
Guaranteeing a mes,;age deadline implies transmitting lhe ln.l"-.sage l,efor,_ its deaclline. With a t,,k,-n
l!assing protocol, a node can transmit its message only when it 'aptures tit,- token. This imllie,i that if a
message deadline is to be guaranteed, the token ,.horrid visit lh" node wh,,re 1h,- message is waiting b-re,re
the exl,iration ()f the message's deadline. That i'-. in or,let w,:, guara,t,,e lnossage teaclline,_ in a l(,k,'ll ring
notwc, rk. it is ,ece,_arq to bound th" time 1,otw",.n two con>,'cutix_' x i_.its <,f th" tok,'n to, a node (call,.d the
l,,kt, rvl,tli,, lime or ac(e .... thn_). The tiln",] tok"n ir,.,l,)c,d l,O_..;"s.;,.,. _his prol_,-rty. In [26.4!.1]. J,,hn-,,n
aml Sevcik formally proved lhat when the n,.lwc, rk op,.raT,,,, n,:,rnmlty (i.< th,_re is no faihlr-). _h,' l,,k,'n
rotation tim_. I,,.tw,.,.n two con,,"cutixe vi'.its to a nc,,],' i,. l,,:mn,l,.,l 1,v twit,, the :Xl,,-cted token rolati_)n li_ue
l";,,me,:,ther..yn,,nym,,u., lerm., that vosem','h,,r,u..o are: Ba,du ;dtl, ,dl.,.'at; .... [",!_]. Sy,,.l,,',.,,_.,,ts all.,,',,t;.,, [23]. ',ya,.],,-.,,.,,_._
t,,,,,,h,;,Itl, assi:j,_,_, ,,:.s [2@ and Hi qt, P,'i,w,ty t,,l<¢,, l,.,Id/,,,j t,,_,_ [11].
1
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(i.e., "2 • TTRT).
Although the prerequisite of "bounded token rotation time" is indispensahle, it is insuffhcien! for guar-
anteoing message d'adlines. A uode with inadequa, te .-,ynchronol,s capacity may 1)e unahle to colnl_]ele Ill('
transmission of a synchronous message before ils deadline. Oil the other hand. allocating excess anlouut,_ of
synchronous capacities to the nodes couht increase tile token ,'elation lime, which may also cause message
deadlines to be missed. Thus. guaranteeing message deadlines is also dependent on the appropriate alloca-
tion of s.vnchronous capacities to the nodes. As pointed out ill [2(5]. the allocation of synchronous capacities
is an open problem. The main objective of this study is to analyze and evaluate the synchronous capacity
allocation schemes used with the timed token protocol in a hard real-lime communication s.vste it
Before discussing details of ollr work. we will frst presetlt all analogy between real-time communication
and scheduling to motivate tile readers towards the use of our met hodologv. For real-t ime systems, the basic
design requirmnents for a communication protocol anoint'or a centralized scheduling algorithm are similar:
hoth are constrained by time to allocate a serially used resource to a set of processes. Liu and Layland
[tl] addressed the issue'of guaranteeing the deadlines of synchronous (i.e.. periodic) computation tasks ill a
single ('PU environmeut. They analyzed a fixed priority preemptive algorithm, called tile rate mollolo,ic
ttlgordhm, which assigns priorities to tasks ill a reverse order of the task's periods. They showed that the
|lors/ Case .4chierable Utilization of the algorithln is 6{ff)I. As long as the utilization of tile task set is no
more than 69(7(. task deadlines are guaranteed to be satisfied. The algorithm was also proven to be optimal
among all the fixed priority scheduling algorithms in terms of achieving the highest worst case utilization.
The rate monotonic scheduling algorithm has been subsequently extended by many researchers [9. 50] and
it used in many hard real-time applications [10].
Intuitively. one would believe that a communication protocol which implements the rate monotonic trans-
mission policy is the most desirable for a real-time comnmnication environment. However. implementation
of the rate monotonic policy requires global priority arbitration every time a node in the network is ready
to transmit a new frame. In a high speed network, such as the FDDI network, where the bandwidth can 1)e
as high as 100 _Ml,ps. tile overheads involved ill glohal priority arbitration would he too prohibitive in con>
parison to the transmission times of the messages themselves. Consequently. it is difficuh, if not impossil4e.
to hnplornent tile rate monotonic transmission policy in such environments.
However. the methodology for analyzing this algorithm has a more profound significance than merely
its relevance to tile rate monotonic scheduling. Tile metho,tologv stresses the fundamental re, lNirelllellt of
l)re(liclabtlil.q and slabililtl in hard real-time environments and is th-refore also hefitting to other hard real-
time scheduling prohlems. In this methodology, the Worst Case Achievable l'tilization is use l as a melric
for evaluating the predictahilitv of a scheduling algorithm. That is. if the ('PU utilization of all tasks is
within tile hounds specified h 5 the metric, all the task,, will meet their deadlines. This metric also giv÷s a
measure of tile stability ,.:if tile scheduling algorithm ill the ,,onse thai tile ia_.ks can lie freely mo,lifie,l as
long as th-ir total utilization is IMd within tile limit. Tli,.se advantages (of l_redictahility and stal,ilit5) have
l,'d u,, to adop! tile" -_anle m,thodology in our study of guaraut-eiug me_sage deadlines with lhv time, I t,,k,'n
protocol. \Ve aim tu atl:dyzo synchL'onous rapacily all,)cation s'h,.m_.,, I,ased <,n the \\t,rst Case \qfi,'va ,le
llilization.
in this paper, f_,m" sSuchronous capacity allocation sob,rues are analyzed. Our analysis reveal., that
an improl,_.r alhq,'alion c,f 1he synchromr, us capaciti,.s could h'ad to a W,,rsl Ca',- \ "hi,.val l- ltilizati, m
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that a_ymptolicallyapproachos 0_. That is, lhe,leadlines of_omo messages could 1,_ mis_+'d even if the
synchronous traffic is arbitrarily close to zero. On the other hand, one of the schemes proposed in the paper
tim ,ormall:_d l_rOl_Orlioslal Mlocolio, _cD(m( - has a Worst Ca_e :".chi,wabl,, Utilization of 3:_;(7_.That is.
as long as the total synchronous lraffic is no more than 33(7c. the synchronous me._age,_ are guaranteed to be
transmitted before their deadlines (regardless of the number of _tations, mos._age lengths, periods, phas_o_.,
eic.) The remaining 67_7( of the cha,mel capacity could be used 1_5 a_ynchronous lra_c. To the ],esl of our
knowledge, no other scheme has _een reported to achieve a l_etter utilization. Hence. this allocation ,_chome
should be recommended for use in hard real-time communication networks that use the timed token MAC
protocol.
Another major co,ltritmtion of this paper is to extend the analysis of the bound on the token rotalion
time given hy Johnson and Sevcik in [26. 4.9]. We show that the time elapsed between any _' consecutive
arrivals of the token at a node is bounded by r. TTRT. The previous result by Johnson and S;ovcik [26.49]
is a _pecial case where c = "2. Our newer hound is used in the analysis of the synchronous capacity allocalion
schemes and will be applicable in other similar studios.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will review the previous relevant work.
Section 3 will outline the characteristics of the systeln under consideration, i.e.. the message and network
models. The timed token protocol and the synchronous capacity allocation ,;chomes are introduo_d in Section
4. Section 5 discusses some timing properties of the protocol. In Section 6 we will study several allocation
schemes and derive their Worst Case Achievable Utilizations. Section 7 contains the concluding remarks and
suggestions for future work.
2 Previous Relevant Work
Extensive research has been done on the timed token protocol since it was first proposed 1)5 Grow [1.5] in
19S2. Illtroductory lutorials on this protocol and its use in networking standards can be found in the papers
by Ross [43.44.4.5]. Iyer and Joshi [20.21] and others [34..52..53].
Some imporiant characteristics and architectural dec.ign considerations of FDDI Token ring networks are
discussed in [3. 12. I31 16. 1S. 2"2. 27. :3:3. aS..55..57]. The various fauh recovery and ring managemonl
. "_g '.Icl_roco,lures of the FDDI are outlined in the papers I)5 Ocheltroe and .Montalvo [o.... ] .-ku overview of the
FDDI _MAC services is given in [.57]. Design consMera/ious aml the role of concerttrators are ,li,.cuss-d in
[17. 18]. Issues concerned with interoperal_ility and interconnection of FDDI with heterogeneous networks
can he found ill [:J. (i. 16. :3:3].
The thning l, rop,_rties of the FDDI token ring we.r,, first formally analyzed by .lohnson and Sevcik in
[26. -D]. Oth,.r im,q.osting timing prop,q'ties of th, _ FDDI wore given in a -tu,ly o_n,luc_.d l_.x .lain ['_':']. lle
sugge,l.., that a value of b ills for TT1RT is d,'sil'al,le a,, it can achieve 80_A utilization on all e<,nfigm'ati,:,n.-
an,I r,'.sult_, in 1,.ss lhan l ..ocond maximum access ,M:,y on large ring_. Furth,'r qnmlation ,._u,li,-,. hart. l,_,m
carri_,l -ut hv Salikar and Yang [4b] Io :.iudy lhe, influetio' ,Jr lh,' targ,..t t_,k,.n rotation iime (TTl{'l) on _he
l,el'ft,rlitallCe c,f variou,, FDDi ring configuraticms.
t-lin [.]!l] discu_-_._.,1ihe I erfc>rillance characl,'ri,_iic, c,f t!i,' lilii+.d l,,k_li l>rotocol wilh resl,,.cl lr)l,al'alti_'l,_l's
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vsuch as tile chamM capacily, the network cable Iongth. aml lhe lmmher of ,.tations. Dykelnan and BIIX [11]
studied and develope<l a procedure for estimating the maximmn throughput of asynchronous messages when
using single and muhiple asynchronous priority le'@s. They also proposed a proc,dure for tuning the prou:,col
for d_sirod performance hy setting approlwiate values for the token-holding-tinle threshohls for each of Iile
priority levels. Other aualysis concentrating on the i,orfor,nance of the FDDI with respect Io lhe lhroughl_ul
of a,,ynchronous trafhc has _een done by Pang and Tobagi [41]. Javasumana aml Werahera [24]. Vah.nzo.
._Iontuschi. and (' nin era [60]. etc.
Note that none of tile above studies on the timed token protocol have specifically addressed the use aml
performance of the protocol in hard real-time environments. On the other hand. many studies of CS.MA/C'D
aml token ring protocols for distrihuted hard real-time applications have beoll conducted. The issues ill
design and analysis of deadline driven comnmnication protocols for ('S.MA/CD networks are addressed in
[.5.29.32.4:2..51..56.63.64.6-5.66]. The real-time performance of various token ring protocols are considered
in [30.37.51..54.62]. Our work reported in this paper complements the previous studies hy addressing llle
issues pertinent to hard real-time colnmunication in a high speed network where the tilned token medium
access control protocol is utilized.
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3 System Characteristics
In this section an overview of tile system under consideration is given, including the network and message
models.
3.1 Network model
\\e consider the network topology as consist ing of ;n nodes connected by point-to-point links forming a circle
i.e.. the token ring. A special bit pattern called the lokeu circulates around ring (from node i to nodes i+ I.
i + 2 .... until node m. then to nodes 1.2 .... ). helping to determine which node shouhl send a frame of
message among the COlltendillg nodes.
We denote the latency between a node i and its upstream noighhor-" l._y 0,. This delay include,, the node
bit delay, the node latency l_uffer delay, the media propagatioll delay, etc. The stun total of all such latencie_,
in the ring is known as the ring lal_ncy (_. i.e.. _"_'L_t 0; = O. Thu,_. the ring latency (_ denote,, tile token
walk time arouml the ring when none of the nodes in the netwc,rk disturl, it.
3.2 Message model
Messages gen,,rat,.,1 in The*syst,.m at run lime may be classifi-d as,gthor ,.qucb;o,ou, m(_a(jt, or a,q,-
{hl'ollOll. _, Ill(_,_.ll(]ts. \Ve' as-,11111o l]lat there are ll MrealllS ¢_t" s_lIClll'Ol|O11S nlos_,agt.s..5'1.,q'2 ...... q'll ilt the
s.xs1,.]n which fi3rm a syn,'hr, mous ;,_ ,_(tg_ _t I..11. i.,'..
_I = {,S'l. ,'<.:...... % },
:'[he up-troam noight,,,l ,,f n,-le b, n,,d," , - 1 if i > I ,.l_e n,.Io ,,. if ,' = 1.
i[]
• r r = " . "_ .
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mTile characteristics of messages are as Follows:
1. Synchronous messages are pfriodic, i.e.. messages ill a synchrrmous message _treanl have a constat,t
inter-arrival time. We del/ote /9, tO 1-,etile period length Of"ql'Palil q'i (i : 1._ ..... It).
"2. The d(adh+, era synchronous rnessago is tile end of tlw period ill which it arrives. That is. ifa ,nes+age
ill stream ,¢+ arrives at time t. then its deadline is at time t + Pi.
3. Messages are independent in that message arrivals do not depend on the initiation or tile compb+tion
of transmission requests for other irte-;sages;
4. The h,gth of each message in stream Si is (_'_which is tile maximurn amounl of time needed to t ran_lnit
this message.
5. Asynchronous messages are non-periodic and do not have a hard real-time deadline roquirenlent.
The utili:afio, factor of a synchronous message set. _'(3/). is defined as tile fraction of tinle spent bv
the network in the transmission of the synchronous messages. That is.
_t-_) = _ (2)
i=1
where n is tile number of synchronous message streams.
Ill the following discussion we assume that there is one stream of synchronous messages on each node
(i.e.. m = r_). In Appendix A. we show that an arbitrary token ring network where a node may haw zero.
one, or more streams of synchronous nlessages can be transforlned into a logically equivalent network with
one stream of synchronous nlessages per node. Hence, tills assunlption of one stream per node simplifies
the analysis without loss of generality. \Ve also assume 'tha_ the network is flee from hardware or ,,of_ware
failures.
4 Timed Token Medium Access Control Protocol
4.1 Protocol parameters
The timed token protocol uses tile following parameters and variables for its operation.
1. Tasytt T, Gn Ro/a/io, Time ('TTRT]. \Vh_n the network i_ initialized, the value of the TTflT is
d,.t,_rnlined, which ,," -e; tile expected valu, _ of tile t ,k,_n rotation time. It is selected to l,e ,.uffici_ntlyolX ......
small to ._Ul-q:,ort the respons, _ time requirements of tile lalt_ssagPs at all lhe nodes in tit,- n,_lwork. S;incv
11/o titll,' ,,lapso,l between two consocutive visils of the tc,l,:on at a llO,]e Call be as much as, 2 - TTRT
[2(i]. a llo_l¢_ !liay nc,t 1_,' al,le to transmit any me,;sagt, in thi- intorval.
R.call that llw -_ylit'llronolls lllOssages have the'ir ,l_adlines as Ill*" *'lid of llt_-ir perio,ls, lb, l,Ce. ill r,rd,_r
to, .,_,.I m,,_age ,l,'adlil|os it is necessary to ,t,h.ct TTRT ,w'h Ihat. lSr 1 < i < s_.
Pi
TTRT < -- (3)
-- %1
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where P, is the period of synchroliOliS message st reani fii. Ally P_ may thq_'fore 1._ rol-¢es.-nt,_d a_, a
linear functiou of TTRT. That is.
Pi = nTi • TTRT - b,. (I)
where mi = [T--_RT] _ "2. If -ti = 2. tilen _i = 0 alid if t_, >_ :71 then 0 ( 7c; < TTRT. The al,o_e
expre¢,s, ion for P_ has been hilt'educed a_ it will l,e useful in several proofs encoulitered later on. %Ve
assunle l]lat (:_I) holds lhrotlgliolil tills paper.
,qFchrollous capacitg ofnod_ i {Hi). This parameter represents the nlaxirnun_ time for which a station
it perinitted to irausnlit Syll¢lirollOllS messages every tinle the station receives tile token..Note that
each siation can be a.,_sigiled a dilTceut 14"i vahie. 3 ]'his paper will deal with tile issue of approl_riale
allocation of these Hi vahies.
Tok(t_ Rotation Timer of ,ode i (TRT_). This counter is initialized to equal TTRT. alid coulit,, down
until it expires (i.e.. TRTi = 0) or until the token is rec+'ived aiid the time elapsed since the previous
token departure is less than TTFIT. In either situation, the TRTi is reinitia[ized to TT1RT. After being
reset, it continues the subsequellt coullting down cycles in the _ame manner as ahove.
Tol'+n Itoldit_g Timer of nod_ i (THT,). This (do_vn) counter is used to control the amount of time
for which tile node i can transmit as vnchronous messages.
[.ate Co_,l#_r of i_ode i {L('i). This counter is used to record the numl)or of times that TRT, has
expired since the last token arrival at node i.
4.'2 Protocol operation
At ring initialization, tlle following paranieters are initialized at all nodes:
1. THT, -- O:
2. LCi -- O:
:3. TRT,- -- TTRT.
The TRT, CO/lliler always COtllltS dowll. \Vhel_ it reaches zero. the following actiolv, take place:
1. TRT_ -- TTRT:
'2. L ('i -- L (-'i + 1.
The TR_ theu l_egili:_ the eouiilillg down process again with L("_ I,,qilg iiicl'Oili_,lll_.d ll) one at ev.ry
exliil'alion of TP, T,..NorlllaH). if L(', exceeds oue. the rillg ro0o't,.ry l>l'ocess is iuitiated [2.3].
.-\ Ic,l.;,.n i_. eon_.id_,lvd to arrive t,l_lq at ilod_" i if L(; = 0 ;_i 11., tilne of.it,, arrival. Th, tc>k,,ll i- lot, if
LC; > O.
l.Vholi lhe tok,,li al'rivos _all{l at iic,d," i. ih_, f, II,_ivilig aclioil,, t;,ke' I,laco:
_hi PD'D[ qali,,n-,, Iho a-,_iglilllelil ,,f/tL h, _,iaibn i is a ['llnCli_,li ,,f Iho ,,lalbn nlall;tgonl¢'iil ,,iltity ,,t- lh_ VDDI i,r,,h,,',,l,
CPdC:, , LF;,aE
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1. THTi -- TILT,:
2. TRTi -- TTRT:
3. Synchronous, fl-ames (if any) can then be transmitted for a maxinmn_ time of Hi (i.e.. tile _ynchronou_,
capacity at node /):
4. After transmitting synchronous frames (if an.v), tile station enables COILLHerTHTi (i.e.. it start.-,_ count-
ing down). The station may then transmit asynchronous frames as long at THTi > 0 and TRT, > O.
When the token arrives lat( at node i. the following actions take place:
1. LCi -- 0:
2. TRTi continues to count down towards expiration. Note that it is not
when _he token is carl.v:
3. Node i can transmit synchronous frames for a maxinmm time of Hi:
4. No as.vnchronous frame will be transmitted.
reset to TTRT as in tile case
Figure I shows an example of how TRTi and LC'_; (at some node i) vary with time I. At point B in the
figure, the node receives the token early. At point F. the token is received late• Synchronous messages are
transmitted in both cases, but asynchronous messages are transmitted only wheu tile token arrives early.
4.3 Synchronous capacity allocation schemes
A,_ mentioned earlier• synchronous capacity allocation p[ays an important role in guaranteeing synchronous
message deadlines. IlL this subsection, we formally present the definition of allocation schemes and discuss
their requirements and performance metrics.
4.3.1 Definition
The synchronous me--_sage paralneters (given by the ('/_, and P,'s) at the various -;rations, and th- Target
Tok÷n ttotation Time (TTflT) should be the dictating factors for the allocation of the H,'s. \Ve define a
synchronous capacity allocation ._che ne at an algorithm wl_ich, when given as input the values of all (',
and P, ill t[W mes_.age _et and the value of TTRT. will produce at OUtl,Ut the values of the 5.ylWhL'Onou,,
capacities Hi to be allocated to station in the network. Formally. let funeti,.m f represent an allocatiou
schenw. Then.
f(('l. C._,.... C,,. Pi. Be .... P,,. TTRT) = (Hi. t1., .... H, ). (5)
L,.t us consi&.r a simf, lo exalnple. \Ve assume a w.twork with ,,nly 3 holloa. \V,' han_. lho fl,lhr, wing vahl,.s
fc_L" tile Il]_s:sagf - S_'['_ I_al'allwters:
("l = 1/2. P_ = 1,
('.,= 1/2. P-,=2.
('3= 1/:2. P:_=2.
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Tile value of TTRT is assumml to be 1/2. Using an allocatiou scl_eme where
-'
Hi = 7, . TTRT.
we obtain tile values of synchronous capacities as:
Hi = __C'l. TTRT = 1/4.
&
H__ = __C'¢z.TTRT = 1/8.
P,.,
Ca
H3 = --. TTRT = 1/8,
P3
1 1
i.e...f(CI. C".,. C3. P1. P'_'.Pa. TTRT) = ( _. -g. -g).
i7)
(s)
In Section {5. we will introduce several other allocation schemes and analyze their effect on the real-time
l,erfot'lnance of the network. Before that, we will discuss tile general requirements that any allocation scheme
shouhl sat isfy.
4.3.2 Requirements
The synchronous capacities allocated to the nodes by any scheme must satisfy the two constraints given
below in order to ensure that tile real-time messages can he transmitted before their deadlines and that the
timed token protocol requirements are satisfied.
• Protocol co,_h'aint: Theoretically. the total available time to transmit synchronous messages, during
one complete traversal of the token around the ring. can be as much as TTIRT. However. factors such
as ring latency 0 and other protocol network dependent overheads reduce the total available time
to transmit the synchronous messages. We denote the portion of TTRT unavailable for transmitting
synchronous messages l)y r. That is. 7"= O + x. where _.k represents the protocol dependent overheads. 4
We define the ratio of :- to the target token rotation time (TTRT) to be a. The usa _le ring utilization
available for ,Lvnchronous messages would therefore he ( 1 - a ) [59].
Thus. a protocol constraint on the allocation of s:,-ncln'onous capacities is that the _um total t,f th_
sg_chro_ous calmciti_ allocated to all nodes tn lh_ rtng shcmld not h_ greater lhaJ_ tl/_ aradald_ p<,_tion
of lh_ Targel TokcJ_ Rotalion Time (TTRT). i.e..
Z Hi <_ TTRT - 7". (91
i=l
• Deedline con_,h'anH: The allocatiol_ ,f the .,tjnthro_otts Calm<iti_._ h, the n,d,, ,hould 1,_ ,,uch thai lh_
',ylt(hl"otlolt', m:,._age,, are ehr_lqs gualaM¢ed 1o b, han,.milltd hefore the," d, adhne _. i.e.. 1,tfl,re tl/_
end ,,f lh, p, r,,d in uhi_h /hey error, d. In olh,q" word-, if .Y, is the minimum amount , f linw availal,ie
for tl, Hle i tO translllit its sytlchrollOtls lllo.:,s:ages in a time int_'rxa[ (1. I + P,). then
.y, > (',. (Ill)
.Note lhat X, will I.. a function _f It, aml th,_ n,tml,iq' of to,ken vi-ils to node i it, lira,' hllt.rva] (/. t+ 1>,).
_F,,r ,"Xamlal,,'. a,-,',,r, li._ _,, th,. FDDI .tgm,l;tvd. the pr,,I,,,',,] dOpellde.llt ,,vorhea,1- hwltL,l,' lhe t,,kon Ir]'an-mi_..i,,n _i]m'.
a,.yn,-lu',,n,ms ,,vemm. et,:, R-fer h, [I] f,,r de_ail..
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i\Ve say a message set is guarant(+d by an allocation schenle if_both tile protocol and tile deatlline con--lraml,.
are satisfied. Once a message set is guaranteed, messages will I)e transmitted before their deadlines, as long
as the network operate.,, normally,
%
4.3.3 Performance metric
Nutnerous synchronous capacity allocation schemes can be 1-q'oposod. An approlaria/e metric is needed in
order to evahlate and compare the effects of allocation schemes on the performance of tile network.
As meutioned in Section 1. we adopt the inethodology developed ill analyzing the rate inonotonic ..chedul-
ing algorithm. As l,m" this lnethodology, the ll'orst Ca s_ .4chic_'abt_ ['ldl'_otion will l',e used as the melric
for evaluating and comparing the allocation schelnes.
We say tliat U.,. is an .4d_i_ rabh Uldi:alioi_ Of Scheme .t. if _chelne .r can guarmltee every synchronous
message ._et who_e utilization factor is less than or equal to [',.. The fi"or_,f Ca_( .4(hierabl¢ [t,lt:altoJ_ ((_.)
of a scheme .c is the least upper bound of' its Achievable l.'tilizations {'.,.. That is. as long as the utilization
factor of a synchronous message set is no more than U.,_. the message set can be guaranteed by scheme x.
In a hard real-time system, we consider one schelne to be better than another if its Worst Case Achievable
Utilization is higher. When the context is clear, we may omit the index in the notations of U, and ['._.
The lnajor advantages of this metric are as follows: -
This met ric evaluates the predict ability of a hard real-time conmmnication systems. If the utilization
of a synchronous message set is witliii{ tlie bound specified by the metric, all synchronous messages in
the set will meet their deadlines.
Thi,_ metric also _'ixe_ a measure of the stability of the svsteYn in the sense that the paramoror_ of
synchronous messages can be freely changed as long as their total utilization is held within the limit.
In practice, using this metric simplifies network management considerably while configuring the sy_, -
tom. as it eliminates the problena of being encumbered with individual values of s3 nchronous and
asynchronous message lengths, inter-arrival periods, lhase differences between mes,_age arrivals, rela-
tive positions of the nodes, token position at initialization, etc. As long as the network manager can
ensure that the total utilization of the time-critical s5 nchronous messages ix no more than the W,:,rst
('axe Achievable l,'_ilization of the protocol, ho/sl;e can be cognizant of th, _ fact that the lne,:,_,age set
will 1)e transmitted with lie deadlines being missed.
The objective of this paper i,. to derive _he Worst Case Achievable Utilization for ,;ynchronou,-. capa,:it3
a llocat ion ,,themes.
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.\lib-ugh *xt,ql_,ive wc, rk ha- l,,,on ,lone on lhe til,dng I,havior ,,f llu' lim,.d loken l,rolocol, we iw,,d |o
furlh,-r ox I lore ad,liti,-,nal tinting iwop,_rtios of lh," l-,roto,'ol in < r,l,'r to carry _,ut analysis of lh, _ allocg_l i, ,n
schom,.r< T,_ anaiyz,' an dlocation ,.ch,,me. w,. shout,l t,.,.l if I,o_h lh,_ protocol awl the ,I,*a,ttino con,.lraim_
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are satisfied. Testing of the deadline coustrahfl is especially challenging because it involves both network
parameters (e.g.. Hi. TTRT. and r) and message l,arameters (e.g.. (', and P,). Ill particular, we need to,
know the minimmn a',ailalde time (i.e.. the tight lower bound) within a given time pm'iod fluting which a
node can transmit its c,.vnchronous messages. This is dh'ectly related Io the minimum mtmber (i.e.. the tight
lower bouml) of token vi.,,hs to a node within its period.
.lohnson aml Sevcik showed that any |we consecutive tok,_n visits to a node are hounded by 2. TTRT.
[-sing this resuh, we can obtain a lower bound on the minimum number of token visits to a node within
the period of its synchronou_ messages. However. this bound is not tight when the period is longer than
3. TTRT. Because of this. we need to generalize the anal vsis done bv Johnson and S,e,ccik to t,htain a ti_,h/
bound on the time elapsed between any c consecutive visits by the token to a particular node. This then
leads us to a derivation of a tight lower hound on the time available for a node to transmit its ssnchronous
messages within a given time period.
Let t,(l) (l = 1.'2 .... ) denote the time when the token makes its / th visit to node i.
THEOREM 5.1 (John.so, a,d Secc_k'.* Theorem [25. 49])
For any inl+g_r I > 0 al_d any ,ode i {1 < i < n).
t,(l+ l)-l_(1) < 2.TTRT-H_ < 2.TTRT. (11)
Refer to Appendix B for a proof of the al;ove theorem. This theorem gives the upper bound between two
consecutive token arrivals as 2-TTRT. A formal proof for the above resuh was first obtained b v Johnson aml
Sevcik in [26.49]. The tighter upper hound of (2. TTRT - Hi) will l,e u-_eful in the analysis of synchronous
capacity allocation schemes in Section 6. Next. we will derive a generalized version of this dv+ormn.
THEOREM 5.2 (Gel++r'ahzed Johnson and S'eccik's Theorem)
For aJ_g i,ltg+r I > O. c > 0 a,d any ,ode _ (1 < i < n).
ti(l + c- l) -ti(l) <_ c . TTRT- Hi. (12)
Rof,_r to Apl.ondix B for a proof of this theorem. This theorem indicate,, an upper I_ound on the maximum
time that could possibly elapse between any c COllSecutive token arrivals..Iohn,,on aud Se',ciks Theor÷m is
a special case when c= 2. The upper bound specified hy (12) i,- tight in the sense thai th_ equal ,.ign hol,l-
in th,: worst case situation.
COROLLARY 5.1 .l,_um< lhat at tim+ 1. a ,q,_h_(,,,m_ m_ ,,og+ udh l,Crtod P+ arstc_, ,1 ,,,d( i [ 1 <_
i < ,). The,. tn lime i,Dr,al(t.l+ P,) lh_ h,lafamou,t ,fltm_ t.g_)arailat, le fi,t ,o,b i h, lto,.mH lhi_
,Lq,_hroltJtt_, m_.s.,,og_ i _, b, tt,d_d by
P.
"W'>- [-FTRT lj-Hi. 1:_)
1, lh+ u',l,l ca.',t, lh< lou'(c b,,u,d u'dl fit tighl If
_,, = F--I_--_-I_] • t-TRT- P, >_ It,. 11)
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Refer to Al,r, emlix B for a proof of lhe al,ove corollary. This eorc_llarv will he used e×t_nsi;-,'ly in tlw
analysis of our synchronous capacity allocalion schemes. Figure 2 shows an example of a worst case scenario
where the all/Ollll! of fillip for which a node can |rallSlllil il.,, S_llchroltOllS lllOssages is givell I,v tile lower
s
t)ound of (1"_): In the first count down cycle of TRT+. the node in the figure does not receive the token at
all. This may happen because some other node may be transmitting its asynchronous messages during thic.
cycl< In the second, the third aml lhe fourth cycles, all nodes can transmit only ,Lvnchronous messages (as
the token will visit the nodes late" in (hese time intervals). In the fifth cycle, the node i rec,qv,-, th,. tok,m
too late to transmit its remaining 0.2 units of synchronous messages before the time t -- 2.3. which happens
to be the deadline. That is, node i is able to transmit its synchronous ntessage for 0.6 units of time only: as
can he predicted by Corollary 5.1.
6 Analysis of Synchronous Capacity Allocation Schemes
In this section we cousider four synchronous capacity allocation schemes and derive their Worst Case Achiev-
able Utilizations. While tlte Worst Case Achievable Utilization of the first two schemes is asymptotically
clo.-_e to 0(X. the third and fourth schemes achieve a non-zero Worst Case ['tilization.
We define P,,i, = rain{P1. P2, P3 ..... P,}. To simplify our analysis we assume that P,,,,, is normalized
to one unit of time. That is. all other time variables such as Pis. C',._. His. etc.. are measured in this ref,+rence
tilde llllit.
The underlying principle for computing the Worst Case Achievable Utilization is simple. Given any
allocation scheme, we can compute the synchronous capacity (h r,) availaMe to each node i. Both protocol
and deadline constraints lnust be satisfied b v the allocation of these synchronous capacities. Message sets
with the least possihle utilization factors are then searched such that the allocation of the s.x-nehrolmuS
capaeitie,_, does not satisfy at least one of the constraints. That gives the upper hound on th, + utilization
factor of me+,sage sets i.e.. any mesc, age set with a utilization factor below that hound will be transmitted
successfully without violating either the protocol or the deadline constraints. This then represents the Worst
Case Achieval)le ['tilization of the allocation scheme.
The following l+mama will he used in our attal+vsis. Its proof is present,+d in Apl_,mdix C.
LEMS,.IA 6.1 For any .,,yl+chronou.s me._sctge ,tream i (i < i < n) u',_ hare
tj a l
LTTRT-- > , >_ ]. (l.-))
PJTTRT - ;'J TTg'T.
6.1 Full length allocation scheme
\'¢ith this .,.ch,.Ine. th- ..ynchronnus capaciLv allocal_+d Io a node i,. ++quat to it>, total timo r,.,luir,+d for
transmitting its -_yn,'hrc, nous messagos, i.e..
Hi = (';. (I_S)
This ,,chelll_' att,.Inpl> to tt'ansJ_fil a i.viichl'ollOllS ilion,rage ill a _ingb" lUl',t i'olh(r than ,,plillill_ it imo
,'htmk- and ,li,.t til,ulhtg its t l'ansndssi<,n ovt+r its lwq'iod Pi..",,ltllc, u.+lt the Syll<'lll'OlVmS, capacity atloca1,.<t is
11
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:_uffi:iont, the \Vor,<t Case Achievahle l.'tilizatio, is z:'ro because tile protocol con_traiut may b,",.iolaled. a:
shown ill the next theorem.
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THEOREM G.1 The Worst Ca._e .4cbi:rabh Utihzalicm of the full l<,gth allocalio, q(rh(m( (all a,_n,l,t,,l-
,allq approach 0_.
Proof: \Ve prove the theorem by showing that for any given ( > 0. there oxi,_t:, a message sot .1[ ,,uch
that U(M) < ( and the protocol constraint cannot be satisfied when the synchronous capacity of the nodes
is allocated using the full length scheme.
Let TTRT = { where k > 2, This is -,ecause by (3). TTRT <_ P,,,i,/2 = 1/2. Now. for any giv÷n r > 0
aud 7" > 0. we construct a set of synchronous messages as follows:
C'l=(l-{)*, PI=I.
_ 2-e _ 2-e
C'2 - -'-7"." P'2 - "7-"
All other Ci = 0 for i > "2.
The utilization factor is
,, 1)_ (:2-:)/k
= +
i (2 - <)/_
i=1
= (17)
With this set of mes._ages, we can show that the protocol constraint is not satisfied, i.e.. the total of all
synchronous capacities exceeds TTRT- r. That is.
Since/,' >_ "2. (1 - _.) > 0. Therefore.
Hi
i=1
',d.,'
= _C'i=('i+C.2
i=l
I (2 - _)
= (I - T)_-+ h---7--
2 '2
= i- +dr- _). (Is)
2
Hi >_ _.
i=l
1
> -[. >_ TTRT-:'. (1!))
\\o see that this, -,ch,'me may over-allocate the synchronott_, capacity for a mes,_age set with utilization
I" < ,'. "I'ho I>rol(_)('()l COll>,ll'ahlt i_. th,l"(_for, -" IlC)t satisfied. Sin<'o ( can ,(. arl)hrarily clc,_e to, (I. tit,' \V,,r_l
("as,-' .\chi,",al,l< Utili/ati,,n ,,f thi- ,_<'h,'nw ran asyml,lotically nl,l,rc, a,'h ()(/. Q.E.D.
tktt, e
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6.2 Proportional allocation scheme
With this schome, tile synchronous capacity allocated to a node is prof_ortional to lho ratio of (', aml P, at
Im,l," i. i.e.,
Ci
Iti = _ • (TT-RT- r). (20)
THEOREM 6.2 The Word Case Achiecabh ['tilizalion of ¢h( proporlional scheme can a_qml, h,h(ally
alqn'oach Off.
Proofi \Ve prove The theorem by showing that for any given e > 0. there exists a message ,,et 3l such
that U(M) _< _- and the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied when the synchronous capacity of the nodes
is allocated using the proportional scheme
Let TTRT = l/k u:here 1- is an integer and k > "2. Given an.v e > 0, let e' = rain(e. _). Consid,-r a
message set with the following parametric values:
C1=(1_ 1 'T)_. P1 = 1.
("2=(1+_ -e''¢'T' P-,--l+_-d.. (21)
All other Ci = 0 for i > 2.
The utilization factor is
CI C_
_ +--.2-"
P, P_
fl C'
= (_' _)+T -<_ ('2"2)
The synchronous capacit.v allocated to node '2 is
(',_ C., d
_-tTTRT- ,-) _< _. TTRT = _-,.H, 2
Furt hel'nlore, because
p.,
_,_,= F==-k=__l.TTRT- r 1 + 1//,. 1 1I/_, ¢l-_-(1+_.-d)
I
1-_+d
(23)
1
= Ft.+ 1 - ke' l • _T - (since 0 < t.# <_ I/2)
1 t ,
= I+_.-I-T+
.#
= d > _ = It'_, (2'I)
ft'c,m ('t,rollary .5.1. in 1he worst case the total amount of tim, _ (.\':z) for m:,tlo "2 to transmil it....ynchrouou-
m0_,sag_ _ in a 1-_rio,! _,f P.: i,, ,given t,y
P.,
.\=, = L:rTRT lj. H.-_,
= L1 + 1/_.-# _' _'l/,_. II U = L_+ l - _./- ij. V-'
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1 ,_.t
< (1+7--e')-'7 = C'_2.
,9 #
(25)
We ,_ee that the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied at node 2. _illCe ( Call )e arbitrarily close to O. tile
Worst Case Achievable Ililization of this schenle Call asymptotically approach 0<7(. Q.E.D.
hltuit ively speaking, this _.cheme divides the t rallsrnission of its message into as many parts as tim number
of times the token is (.rlleclcd to arrive at node i within its period P,. However. since the token could be late
by as nnlch as :2• TTRT. tile number of token arrivals is less than expected. Hence. node [ may not be al,le
to complete the transmission of some part of a nlessage before the end of period P_.
6.3 Equal partition allocation scheme
Ill this scheme, the usable portion of TTRT is divided equally among tile n nodes for allocating their
syllchronolls capacities, i.e..
TTRT - -,
Hi - (26)
t?
where i1 is tile numl_er of nodes in tile system.
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THEOREM 6.3
allocation scheme is
The I['or.st Case .4chtecabh Utili:atio, of the equal partitio, _ynchrono_s capacitg
1
3,,-i1-,_1' (1 --C_) u'hfr( a = 7"_ a,d n is tb_ ,umber of nodes.
This theorem can be proved by showing that tile following statements are lrue:
1. For any message set ),1. the protocol constraint will be satisfied.
_-° ihe deadline c,_nstraint will be
'2. For any nlessage set .1[ with utilization factor U(a/) _< a,,-_t-,j' - -
sat isfied.
3. For any given e > 0. there exists a me_a,,e set 3I with utilization factor [-(.1[) t-<a +e. so that• " O' -- 3t;--¢ 1--,t I
the deadline constraint CallllOt be satisfied for this set of mes_.ages when tile syl|cltrollOtlS capacities
are allocated by using tile equal partition schenlO.
A d,qailed proof of this theorenl is present,_tl in APi_-ei_;lix ('.
\ .........
Note that when the numl,er of nodes. ,. hecofi_i4 v-_'_@;2'i]i_' Worst Case .kchieval,1, _ Itilization of this
sdmnle ix al-,proximat,ly O_A. Intuitively speaking, the lo{v W,)r,.t (_'axe .\chievalde l.'tilzation of thi,_ s,heme
occur,, I,ec:m,,. Ih,' all<,,:ati,:,n __,fthe synchronous cal,acitv t,, th,. li<,,les is not prol,ortional lo the synchronous
_. =
t,.affi,, h,ad ,,m't'i'd Iw Ih,' llOd,_. (i.e.. the raiii; J( C, /-P, j-: T ,' no,'u,aliz,.,I 1,roporti,,,lat sch,.me ,li-ctr,..,,1
m.xt :_tt,'mt,t,. t,9 overconw tiff,, l_rhlde'm I,y allocating tit,. synchr_mc, us capacity to a node ,I,'l-_n,ling ,-,n
local message i,arat,,,.l,.rs -uch as (',/[_ an,I the total Utilization fact,,r of all the syn,"hrotw, us messages in
I h_, _3-1 OlD.
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6.4 Normalized proportional allocation schenle
With this _clwmo. the synchronous capacity is allocated according to the normalized load of the ,_ynchronous
lllOSsage oi1 a llOde, i.e..
('i / P_
H> = --. (TTRT- r). (27)U
whore [" = EI_'=I (",/I_s.
THEOREM 6,4 The il'cu,_! Case .4chi_rable l'tdi:alton factor of th_ .ormali:ed prol, oHio.al ollocal.,.
.,theme is ½(t- ¢,) uh_re n -- rT:'-Rr.
P roof: To prove the theorem, we show that the following statements are irue:
1 For any message set 3I. the protocol constraint will be satisfied if X';' _ = _" < 1
• • ,:-.., ---- 1 P, i "
"2. For any message set 3[ with utilization factor /"(.1I) <_ ½(1 - a ), the deadline constraint will ahvays
be satisfied.
3. For any given ( > 0, there exists a message set 31 With utilization factor ½(l-a) < U(M) < ½(l-¢_)+e
so that the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied for this set of messages when the _ynchronous
capacilies are allocated using the normalized proportional scheme.
Proof of Statement 1: For any message set .M with }-']i=1 _ =/[" < 1.
£Hi=£ Ci/PiU .(TTRT-r) = TTRT-r.
i=l i-----1
Itence. the protocol constraint (9) will be satisfied.
(28)
Proof of Statement 2: Consider a message set whose utilization factor U(3I) _<½(1 -r_). From kernl-na
6.1. we have
Lr_'_TRT- lj1
< [r  Rr lj(TTRT- -).
-- p,
Multiplying with C,/r." on both sides, we ,get
(29)
Tha_ i_. for 1 < i < ,.
L'tT5_,,-q . TTRT - r) . ('i
C, < P' {3())
/"
( "i
L)_.T_T - lj p_ • (TTRT- r).
lj tt:.
('i _< :_I)
32)
Sul,,qiluliug @ • (TTRT- r) = tti. we have
f',
(', < L-T_---RT
1.5
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From Corollary 5.1 and (32). we see thai any node i can I ransmil il,. sy,whronous message 1,efore the dea,llin,'.
Proof of Statenmnt 3: For any given _ > 0. let
] -- (I
e' = rain( "'7" O-
where ¢_ = T'r_RT Let TTRT = 4. Consider the following message set
(:3:3)
('1 ---- (', P1 ---- 1.
(-'2 = _". P2 = _--c'.
C3 = 1-3e'-a. Pa = 3.
(34)
Note that Equation (33) guarantees that ('a _> 0. All other C, = 0 for i > 3.
The ulilization of this message set is
{" --
- p--7+_+--_a
e' 1 1
= e'+ (3/2)_e,+73-e'-73a
= ._(1-_)+
(3/2);5
:35)
Since [a,_ (' e'= > 1 and < e. we have
1 ¢, 1 1
u < ._(1-o)+ <__( -,,)+
Consider the synchronous capacity allocated to node 2:
H, 2 _.
C:, C:
--.(TTRT- r) = --. TTRT.(I-o)
P:, .U P._,.U
_(1 - (,) _(1 - o)
" _ = ("_( " le'(1-a)+d(" (_-e')((i-_,)+_) - _ i-_,)
i I
(%" ", 2e' ---- C2" "-'e' (1 k._)"
- 1-_e + 1+ -Il-a ) I I-(_ }
36)
(37)
S.'ince 0 < e' < .1 and 0 < o < 1. the denominator of Equation (37) is greater than 1. Hence.
H.. < ('__. (:3,',)
\V_, now show that _._,>_ H.,. We have
p.,
*: = rr-f- l rgflT- P.:
.3/2- ('_ 1 3
= -(=_,-
:3 3
-- -_-(¢
2 "2
= e' = ('._, > H..,.
l 3
j t _ __ _ ..1_ (.I
= [a- _, l ._, .._
(39)
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J[[ .\'om_
Full length
Prol)ortional
Equal parti-
t ion
Normalizd
pror, ortionai
Fortu_tla of H,
Hi = ('i
Hi = _ • (TTRT - r)
Hi- TTBT-r
T_
Hi = _ (TTRT- r)
u
II.C.4.['."
3_-i l-o )
Coln lll( llt._
(_es local infoi'nlation only. i.e.. (',.
{-ses local information only. i.e., -_.
Uses global infornlation only,
lluinber ot" liodes n.
i.e.. ! lie
1D,Tt
-T- Uses both local and global hifonnation.
i.e.. load on the system (U) aitd the load
offered by local message streams (_).
ll
• w
II
m
wp
II" C.4.U is the alc.br*viatk, n of '%Vot$1 C_l_ A.:hievge,1- l'lililafi,:,n"
Table 1: .q_ummarv of the synchronous capacity allocation schen'ies.
From ('orollary .5.1. the amount of time (X:,) for node 7 to trarisniit its synchronous rries_age in a time
ii]ierval (t. t + P'2) is given by
P.,
"\': = L]r-T_T lj. H.:
_.(:312) - <'L i12 lJ • H:
= i H<_,< C'..2. (10)
Therefore, the deadline constraint (10) is violated and this set of messages cannot be guaranteed. Q.E.D.
In the normalized proportional allocation scheme, both local information (i.e.. (] and P,) and global in-
formation (i.e.. l" and TTRT) are used. It restih,_ in a normalization of tile allocated synchronous capacities.
thereby achieving a Worst Case Achievable l,'tilization equal to 337( of the available ring utilization.
Ill
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m
m
m
m
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m
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7 Conclusion
Guaranteeing message deadlines is a key isstie in distributed real-time al,plications. The pr@erty of the
hounded token rotation time of the timed token protocol provides a necessary condition to ensure that the
message deadlines are satisfied. However. the s vllchronous capacity allocated to oacI] llode in the network
was alto showil to 1,e a deci_,ive factor ill guarantedng time-critical n>_,,_ages. In ihi,, paper, we fir,,i derived
a generalized version of Johnson and $evcik's theorem [2(';. 49] which gives the nlaxiniuni time that call
elapse between any c cons<utive token arrivals at ,,c>me node. \Ve then applied this re,,ult to ihe analy,,i_
of ,,yllchronous capacity allocation schemes. Th, Wor,,t ('a,,_),chieval,le Utilization wa,, u,,-d a.- ill, _ m,.tric
to evaluate alid conlpal'e variou_ allocation schelnes. Thi_ lnetric is of ini[,oriance Io real-time al_plications
becaus,' it i, relat_.d to th, _ 1,r,.,.licl;tl,ility and th÷ ,tal,ility ,,f lhe ..y_.lelll.
Tal,le 1 ,.ulnuiarizes the four allo<'ali,_,n schenl,-,; ,li-Cil>._'d in lhis palwr. Th,'ir Vf,,r_.i ('as_- tchi,_\a ,le
l.'ii]izaliotls rallgt, frou] I_P/_lto :i:?A. T,, ,'xpl,_r+' lhe i)erforliialiCe ,lifferencos. we cal%oriz,, the alioe:ll i, ,n
_.clic.llies Ims_d eli the tyl-" of ilif_)l'lilalioli lli,:'y lisp. )ill allocali<ili sciiOliie is Io(al if ii COlliplilvs the .;yli-
'hrcmous capacity of a node withoul u_.ilig ill+ • hl['Orlllal ion of lll,,Ssages Oll oilier nod,-.. Helle< tile all, ,,'al i, _11
t7
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function of a local schenle ha_ tlw fornl
H; = .f(C,. P,. TTRT). (t!)
:
On the other hand. a flo:ml scheme utilizes _,vstem wide informalion, including the message periods and
lenglhs on different nodes, the tola] utilization, the total lllllll]_or Of message ,,l reallls, etc.
.-ks tile global allocation schemes use system wide informatiou to allocate _,5-nchronotls capacities, they
can reasonablF be expected to result in a better performance than local schemes. Indeed. two global schemes
proposed ill this paper achieve better performance than the local ones as ,qlown in Tahle 1. In particular, _he
normalized proportional _,cheme has a lfigh Worst Case Achievahle Utilization of _ which is indepondeut
of tile number of the nodes ill tile system or tile message lengths and periods. To date. no synchronous
capacity allocation _cheme has been reported to achieve such substantial perforlllallce.
However. it is not vet known if tile 3:}_7_\Vor,_t Case Arhievalqe Utilization i_, tile highest. This raises
the issue of tile opfimahly of allocation schemes. An optimal allocation scheme should always guarantee a
message set if there exists axlother scheme which can do so. Clearl,v. the optimal scheme has the highest
Worst Case Achievable Utilization. Since the glohal allocation schemes use system wide information, it is
likely that an optimal a]location scheme will he a global Olte. \York is underway to investigate tile design
and implementation of such an optimal synchronous capacity allocation schenle.
However. a disadvantage of the glot, a[ schemes lies in the assumption that the nlessage parameters remain
constant. A change in a message stream at a particular node may require a re-adjustment ofsvnchronous
capacities over the entire network. This may not be acceptable in some situations. Because local schenles
compute the synchronous capacity of a node independeiiil} of tile messageparameters at other nodes, the5
can overcome the above probleln. If the parameters of a mo,.,.a,"ess..=..."_*ream at a node change during run-tilne, a
local allocation scheme needs to adjust the synchronous capacity of only the node involved. Other nodes are
not disturbed. That is. the entire network can continue its normal operations while individual nodes change
their synchronous capacities in response to the changing message parameters. This. of course, assumes that
the total utilization factor of the message set remains Within the Worst Case Achievable Utilization of tile
allocation scheme.
However. as tile local allocation schemes use less informatiou than tile glohal ones. they may not achieve
a Worst Case Achievable Utilization as high as some of the glol_al ones. Both the local allocation schemes
_.xamined ill this paper (i.e.. tile full length ,,theme using ,_nly ('i. and tile. f,r,nf, ortional scheme using _1
lltl'lted otlt tO have a Worst Case Achievable Utilizatiou of tiff. Tile proi_lem lh,rofore remains eith-r to
d,_v-lop a local allocation ,scheme with non-zero \Vor,.t ('a-, _ .\chi,_val,l* • Utilization or to formally pro\, _ that
all local allocation ,.chenw- have a zero \Vor-t Case .\,'hi,wable Itilizatiou. This i_.,,ue is currontl5 und,.r
invest igat ion.
\V,, at, also workiug c,n multi-link ring u,tw,:rk_ wh,.ro mor,, than ore, link can ,'onnect two m,ighl,,>riug
nod,'s. Wit It tiff,, t-I,,,logy, we would lil.:_• t_ M tblv t[t_." I,rotocol l_erf,,rmanc- in tit," cc,nt,,xt of Ill,- \\5,r,.,t
Ca._e .\chieval,l,-, ltilization.
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Appendix A Transformation of Network Model
In lids appendix, we present a transformation that converts all arbitrary network nlodel to a logically
equivaleul virtual model where each node has exactly one ,_ynchronol,.,, message ,cream.
Lot node i he denoted by .Vi. Zero, one, el' more syncht'ono/ls nle_,sage ,r-.treams lllay I_e arriving at tile.
node from the external worht requesting transmission, Let the set of synchronous message ,-.treams arriving
at .V, 1,e denoted by .\'fii- [[÷nce. if node .V, has l' streams of synchronous nlessage Stl'ealns arriving at it.
we denote tile synchronous message set as:
.\.__, = {,S',,.._¢<_...... ,,__ }. (_2 )
Sinlilarly, tile asyllchronons message set at llode / is deltotpd as .VAi. Thus. we Call represent node i as:
.\'i = (.\-Si..\-.4i.0i) (43)
where Oi is tile latency between node i and its upstreanl neighbor.
Node .\_ is considered an actir¢ node if .\',,.7, # o. That is. there is at least one streanl of s.vnchronous
messages arriving at node .\'i. If .V..qi = o. node .\', is an i,actir¢ node.
Tile network call then be represented by tlle set of nodes as shown below:
.Netv,'ork - {.VI..Y. 2 ...... V,,,}. (44)
Ill order to silnplify our analysis, tile above network model needs to be transforlned into a sinll)ler rirhud
network model ill which each virtual node will have one synchronous message streanl arriving at it. Tile
lransfornlation. T. nlay be represented as follows:
For all i_(,de.s .Yi (1 < i < m) in the ,elworl,. do:
• [f.\'; is a_ attire node u'ith 1' ._,treams of ,,yl_chronou.s m(s,,ayes, tl is lran,,formed il_lo 1' rirltml i_ode._
as follows:
uhere the rirt_ml node l'.\'i,
II'[I ( t'¢
(45)
is ru_r¢._ nted as
{ ({_,,}.o.0,,). ,f l<j<t,.I ".\-i, ---- (ti) )( {.5'i,.}..\'.-_,. 0,,. ). ,f j ..=p.
0,. ,fj=l.0,,, = (17)0. ,f "2<j_<p.
"2"2
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This is h¢caus¢ a_gltchronou._ m¢.,._aq_, ar( ID_ low prmrttq mc_,ag_,_. H_Jw¢. lh_ a._qncDrol_ou¢ mr,-
_ag_s at nod( i will& con_td(rcd to h( arailahle onlq a# lhe la,! rirtual no& (V.V,,) in th( dotrl_-Ilnk
dire(lion of th_ tc, l'en lrar_r_al. ,5"i,ee lh( cirlual ,o¢te,_ art &riced from a ,_ing.l,_ node. lh_ #ra,,_mls-
.,,ion &la.q (Oi] b¢lu'een ._uch node.,, is 17. Howcrcr. the h.alt,,nli,,,,ion &lay b¢t,'¢(i1 th_ fir,,t rtrlual nc, d_
(l'.Vil) and it,, Ul_sh*am ,eighhor (which r,, al,_o a ctrlual nod() i.,_ Oi.
* [f.Vi i* an i11acltc¢ nod_ with s_o sqnchrollou,, m(.,_a9_._, it i._, lrall.@,'med i,to a rirtual ,od_ .\1] a_
follows:
T(.V,) = l.Vi = ({,Sa}..\A,.O_). (-t8)
wh_r_ ,b_a represent., a s/ream of dun_my ,_ynchronous nlcs,_ag¢,; introduced into the rirtual node l_V,
u'dh message tcnglh Cd = 0 and period Pd = _.
After lraw@_rmalion of the neluor_', the cirluat node._ are connected iiIa rolg fit,,hmn.
Note that the total ring latency of the viriual network will be equal to that of the actual network from
which it was derived. It is evident that the virtual uetwork model is logically equivalent to the original
network model.
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Appendix B Proofs of Protocol Tinting Properties
In this appendix, the proofs of Johnson and Sevcik's theorem and the generalized Johnson and Sevcik's
theorem will be presented. These theorems will be preceded l_y the definitions of a few terms and lemmas
to 1;e used in the their proofs.
13.1 Definitions of Terms
• t,(l). (I = 1.2 .... ). It is the time when the token makes its / _ vi,qt to node i.
• Ri(l). (1 = 1.2. i[.j. It is defined as follows:
t,(l)+ TTRT. if the token is early on its I 'h vb, it to node i:
R,(I) = (49)
R,(I - 1) + TTRT. otherwise.
That is. Ri(1) indicates the "next expected arrival time" of the token at node i after lhe token'; 1_'
visit. If the token is late on its (/+ 1)¢h vi,,it to node i. alien Ri(1) will I,,_ th_ time at which TRTi
,.xpires and is reset to TTRT. Note that the ,lefi,fitions of R<(I) and t,(1) imt,|y that
R,(I) - t,(l) < TTRT. (50)
• Tlw anlouliI (if tithe l,'ft. 1,efore the initiation of the ring recc_vet'y process t)y lied, > i. can lw expressed
as a functh>n oflWOlmranlelers at thai iiodo -..llw 7-/77"_ and Z('i. [n ,A,]_-r to..iliildifyollr l,lOC, fs, we
d,,filio a sillgl, _ parallli.liq' -/'-17_ _, caplilrillg lhe v;i]ll<, of 1.,lh 7-/77], alld L_.'t wiihiil it. Io ill,licat,, liw
alllOliill of lillW I,.fl l,,'fi_re lit+ iniliati,>n of ring rom)_ol'y l-,rc,cc,_.-. I,y node i. T/7_f i,. rorni;dl) d,.fin,.1
_l_r<,llows:
TRT; = TRT, +(l - L(',). TTRT. (51)
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(; van tile fact tllat 0 < TRT, < TTRT and 0 _< LC, <_ 1. it is cl,'ar that
0 <_TRT i' <_2, TYRT. (52)
'rite physical meaning of TRT i' is lhat when TRT" > TTRT. Tile TRT, has not expired since tile last
loken arrival. A token arriving at lhi+- instaut would 1,(: early. When Tilt,' < TTRT. L(.'i = 1. Hence,
tile TRT, has expired once since the la,_t token arrival. Ill either case. the anlount of lime left I,efore
node i initiates tile ring recovery process is TR_ t. Ill the event lhat TRt,' becomes zero, tile ring
recovery process will be initiated.
B.1 Proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and Corollary 5.1
In the proofs of the laminas and theorems that follow, TRTi(t). THT,.(I). Lfi(t), TRT,'(I) represent tile
values of TRTi. THT,. L(', and TRT': at time t.
LEMMA B.1 For a,q i,t+ger.s 1 > O. c > 0 and a,.g ,ode i (1 < i < i_).
Ri(l + c)- Ri(I) <_ r. TTRT. (53)
The eqoaht.q holds if the token arrical i.s late on it.._F h,(l + 1)_h ..... a,d (I + c - 1) th risil._ to no& _.
Tile lolnma can be easily proved by an induction argument.
LEMMA B.2 (]obnso_Fs Lamina [26]) After ring i,itiahzahom the TRT' rahtes of all operatio,al ,latio,._
u'dl be mo,otonicallq i,creasil_g in th+ do_cnli,k dnection. _q_ to and i,cludiug the .,lotion u'btch lost rec_iced
the falcon. °
The reader is referred to [2(5] for the proof of the above lamina.
Let us consider an example to ilhlstrate the implication of tile above temma. Figure 3 ,,hews the token
is leaving node A and is enroute to node B at some time t. B,v Johnson's Lamina. the values of TRT's are
monotonically increasing in the downlink direction upto and including tile station which la,,t received the
token (i.e.. node .4). Therefore.
t i 1 TE iTRT B < TRT c < TRT a < TR < ... < TRT a. (54)
Now. if tile TRTE expire,_ at this nlonlellt (i,e.. TRT'_ <_ TTRT). then tlle TRT* of no,te_ B. ('. D will hav_"
also expired. (.'onsequently tile token will be late "e,'hell it vi,,its node,, B. ('. D and K for tile fir-,t lillle ;ll't,T
t ilne t.
LEMMA B.3 &,r a,q I> 0 and aaq a,(l+ j. *fth_ h,b, i, lal+ o. ,1,(1+ 1) 't_ ct,tl ,tt nod( j. rhea
t_(l+l) < R_(1)+TTRT-ffj, (55)
Tiff'. r,+.uh i- kn,,wn a- the "TRY ali_nm,.nt' in [2@ IBy th,' FDD[ ?,[.\C .tandard. Ihe ring initializati,,n I)ha-, _ ;did, n- iho
1liE' value.. Thai i'.. th,, Tl?f' value, m,,n,,h,ni,'ally incr,.a-+, in th," ,t,,wnlink ,lir,.,'li,,n ,,f Ihe ring. The" pr,,,,f ,,f .h,lm.,,n',,
kOlmna a_.t|lne'.. ¢]ta.t thi- alignmont h,,l,I-,1,u'ing n,,rmal ring _,l,el'at'i<,ll all,_ '_,, ,t+, WP.
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or is on its way to node i fi'om its Ul:,streain neighbor (node i - 1 if i > 1, else node n if i = I ).
Let us first define the phr:_se -token is at node i'" to mean that the token is l_eing held b v nc.le
Recall thai TRTi'(t) is defined as
TRT,'(t) = TRT,.it) + (I - LC, it)). TTRT. (56)
if the token is late on its (I + 1) th visit to node j. the token mu.-t be at some node i at tim, _ Rj(f). Assume
that tile token arrives at node i at time T (T <_ Rj(1)). We have two cases to consider.
Case 1: The token arrives late at node i. In flits case node i will only transmit its synchronous mes-
sages for at most Hi time. Hence the token will leave node i no later than T+Hi +Oi < Rj(1)+H_+O,.
Case 2: The token arrives early at node i. ThereforP. LCi(T) -- LCj(T) --- 0. By Johnson's L_mma
(Lemma B.2) we have
From (5l). we get
TRT[(T) - TTRT < TRTj(T)- TTRT. (57)
TRT,.(T) <_TRTj(T). (58)
Thl|s,
THT,-(T) = TRT,(T) < TRTj(T) = Rj(1)-T. (59)
H,_nce. node i can transmit asynchronous, me,_,_aoe,_ ._for at most R i (1)-T time and transmit sw_chronous
messages for at most H, time. In this case too. the token will leave node i before
T+(Rj(1)-T+ H_)+O_ = Rj(1)+ H, +O,. (I50)
That is, if tile token is at node i when TRTj expires, then tlle token will leave nod, _ i no later than
Rj(1) + H, + Oi.
Now consider the nodes Oil tile way fronl node i to node j. Let them he lal,eled as hi. n., ..... n,..
According to Johnson's Lemma. the token will Be late Oll its visit to each of these t' nodes oil tile way to
llode j. Hence. these node _. will transmit their s3tlchrollotl_, llle,,sages o1113. That is. th÷ token will arrive at
node j no later than
R_(h+H,+O,+}-_(h r.... +O,,,,t+O,+.X <_ R_(¢t+_F_Hh+ O_,+_X
h = 1 h #j b = 1
= Rj(I)+ZHt, +r
h#j
wher,. _._ l','l,r,'.,,'llt?, lh,' I.'Oto,'ol ,1,q_nd,.'.t o_,.,'h<.ad_. B_ (9). w,. haw
Q.E.D.
t:(l + 1)< Rj(I) + TTRT- Hj.
(l';1)
(6"2)
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THEOREM 5.1(.]oh,_on and .S'(rciI".s Tb(or¢m [2[;..;Of) F,,r an q i,t_/trl > 0 a,d on_ n,,d_ j (1 < j <_ ,).
tj(l + l)-l)(l) <_ "2. TTRT- H r. (63)
_7
Proof: If lhe token is not late at its (/+ 1)th visil to node j. then
t)(l+ l)-tj(1) <_ TTRT <_ "2.TTRT- Hj (64)
Otherwise. from Lemma B.3 we have
t;(t+ l)-t_(1) < R)(I) + TTRT- Hj - t)(l)
<_ TTRT- Hj + tRy(I) - tj(1))
< "2.TTRT- H: (by (50)). (65)
THEOREM 5.2 (G¢neralized Johnson a,d Seccik's Theorem) For any inleg(r 1 > O. c > 1 a,d at_g node j
(1 < j < n).
HollCO.
P l'oof:
tj(l + 1)- t_(I) < "2. TTRT- ttj.
Hence. the tlleorem holds for r = 2.
Assume that for t'= t'. (66)holds. i.e..
tj(l + t" - 1)- t_(l) < t" . TTRT- Hi.
_Now we consider for c = t'+ 1. We have two cases:
Case 1: The token arrives early on its v'th visit to node j (1 < v' < v).
Rj(c' - 1) > tttr').
tj(c')-tj(l) = (tj(c')-Rjil))+(Rj(1)-t_(I))
< (R)(c'- 1)-Rj(l))+(Rj(l)-lj(I))
By L,_mma B.I and (50). we have
N_W
ts(I + r - 1) - t)(l) <_ c. TTRT- H).
We prove the theorem b v induction on c. For r = 2.1),v Theorem 5.1 we have
That is.
tj(c')-lj(l) <_ (c'- I-I).TTRT+TTRT = (v'-I).TTRT.
tj(l + (t. + 1) - 1) - tj(_')
(hy (_;!J)). !7it)
= tj(c'+(l-c'+b+l)-l)-tj(r').
26
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(67)
(68)
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(71)
(72)
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This simply says that the maximum time that can elal-,So betweet_ two consecutive token arrivals at somo
node is bounded hy "2. TTRT- Hi. This resuh was first proved in [26]. Q.E.D.
JBy tile imtucthm hypothesis (68) and (72). we have
O(/+(k+l)- l)-O(c') <
Adding (71) aml (7:3)on both sides, we have
0(I +(_" +1)- l)-/j(/)
(/- c' +/,' + 1) - TTRT - It.,. (73)
<_ (c' - I). TTRT- Hj + (t- r' + k+ I)- TTRT
= (_.+I).TTRT-Hj. (74)
Thus. the theorem is proved.
Case 2: The token is always late at node j between the (1 + 1) th visit and the (1 t k) th visit
inclusive.
Because the token is late, f,'om Lemma B.3. we have
0(1+I,') = 0(l+(k+l)-l) < Rj(I+Ie-1)+TTRT-Hj. (75)
Therefore. by (50) and (75).
0(1 + (_'+ 1) - 1) - O(1) = (0(I+ (kS 1)- 1) - Rj(I)) + (R_(I) - ta(l))
<_ (Rj(I + l'- 1) + TTRT- Hj - Rj(l)) + TTRT
= Rj(I + l,"- 1) - R)(l) +'2 . TTRT- Hj
= (_" - 1 ) . TTRT + 2 - TTRT - H a (b.v Lenlma B. I )
= (kS 1)- TTRT- Hi.
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
(76)
COROLLARY 5.1 .4s_um_ that ol tim_ t. a ._q(_chrotmtt._ m_s¢tge with perrod Pi a¢'rtc¢s at.,o& i (1 <
i<_ n). Their. tn the lime illlerr_tl (t.t + Pi) the total amount of lime (X,) acadabh for node i to hat1_ltltl
th_s _q_chronous 111(,_,,ag( is boulJded b_l
P_ tJ -hr,. (77)
x, > LTTRT
In the worst case. the lower bo_r,d u'tll b_ tight if
_',>Hi. (78i
u'l. ,* b, = [rr-'_] " TTRT- Pi.
Price,f: [.-I I,(l + 1) be lh_' first lime the |c,kon arrivos afl',r the mos_ago',, arrival at tilll,. 1. Thor,.f,:,r,-'.
1,(1) < 1. \\'ith (-1). P, can ho r,_pro,,.nt,.,I as
Pi = mi . TTRT-,',. (7tl)
wh,'r,, m, = [_] and t) _< _;,< TTRT. \\',. haw two ca,.,.,, to, cot>i,h,r:
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Case 1:0 < 6, < TTRT: This implies
Pi > (m,- 1).TTRT
= (m, - 1)- TTRT- H,+ H,
>_ ti(l + mi - 2)- t,(/) * Hi
2> ti(l + mi --2)--1+ Hi.
This means
(h 5 Theoronl 5.2)
(since 1,(f) < l) (_o)
t+P,> ti(l+mi-2)+Hi. (81)
Hence. by the end of 1he message's period (i.e.. t + Pi) tile loken will have made mi - 2 vb, its to node
i since time t. In each of these visits, node i can transmit its s vnch.ronous message for the allocated
synchronous capacity Hi. Conseqtlellt]}. the total alnount of the time for node i to transmil this
synchronous message will 1,e at least 'i
(mi - 2). H, = LTTRTPi lJ • Hi. (since (mi - I)- TTRT < P, < m, . TTRT) (8"))
Case 2: 6, = 0: This implies that
(by Theorem 5.2)
(since t,(1) < t
Pi
C8:3)
This means
= ,u, . TTRT
= mi . TTRT - Hi + Hi
>_ t,(1 + mi - i) - ti(I) + Hi
>_ t,(1 -'}-n? i -- I) - t + Hi.
1+ P_ >__ ti(t+mi- [)+Hi. (84)
Hence. l>y tile end of the message's period (i.e.. t + Pi) thetoken will have made mi - 1 visits to node
i since time t. In each of these visits, node i can transmit its synchronous message for the allocated
synchronous capacity Hi. ('onsequendy. the total amount of the lime for node i 1o _ransmit this
P,.
-- is an integral nunlhex'). (85)
synchronous message will be at least
P: 11 . H,(m, - 1).Hi = [TTRT
P: lJ • H_
= Lyf r
From Cases 1 and "2. we see that (7T) holds.
Now consider the case when (78) holds, i.e.. g'i >_ [1:.
(since TTRT
_,. = m, • TTRT- P, >_ Hi. (b6)
Recall that t,(l+ 1) is the. first tilne the token arrives after tile message's arrival al time t. Let t = 1,(I) + e
(: > 0) This iml,li,',, in _he wor-t case
P, <_ m, . TTRT- fl,
= ti(l+ ,,, - 1) - t.(I)
= l,tl+mi-1)-t+e.
"X,,t,- vhat _,in,-e ", > O. m, >_ :3.
(1,y Th,'or,'m 5.'2)
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I+P_ _ /i(/+mi-1)+_. (88)
Because of tile arhitrariD of t. we can let t -- li(1) +. That is, e -- 0. Therefl)ro,
l+ Pi <_ li(l + mi - l). (&q)
The above inequaliD indicates that the (/+ mi- l)th visit of the loken will not be earlier than t + P,. llonce.
in the time intorval (l.t+ Pi). the node wilt have no more tlaan mi - 2(= LrrRr_ - lj ) visits of the tokon.
Thus. the lower Bound of Xi is tight. Q.E.D.
Appendix C Proofs of Lemlna 6.1 and Theorem 6.3
C.1 Proof of Lennna 6.1
LEMMA 6.1 For an_l ,Hl,cbro,ous message r_tl-eam i (1 < i < n) u'e hare
Pi/TTRT - 3- _ - 3
TTRT
(90)
Proof: From (4). we have
Pi = mi • TTRT- i;i. (91)
where mi = Irr-_] and 6i = grf_Rr] "rT-Rr- P, Depending on the value of hi. we have two cases to
consider:
Case 1:0 < _, < TTRT. This implies n}i _> :3. \\-_ have
[.---'YY'gY_ - 1]LP,ITTRT- tj , .... rrm-,,,,
P,/TTRT = (,n,. TTRT- 6,)/TTRT
L"', - _ - lJ mi - 2
= TTRT {92)
i}?,. rf--_ Ill, -- "_''TTRT
NotÜ that tile right hand side of (92) is an increasing function of mi-' Therefore. the minimum vahlo
of (92) is obtained hy substituting the rninimurn value of.n/,, i.e.. mi = :3. H,mce
LP,/TTRT- lJ .,,-"2 I
_ > t:}4}
P,/TTRT '"i - '__5_._ - :3- _"TTRT
Furdlor. tile right hand side of (94) is an incr{_asing functic, n ,ff 6,. If wo lot 6, -- 0+. ,', have
[P,/TTRT-lJ > 1 > I {!,_}
- "_ - 3P,/TTRT :_ TTRT
"l'hu_. lh,' 1,'retire h,,hls in this case.
-If f r,_'l)l'O',('llt- the ri:..;hl hand PXpl'O-,.,i,lli in (!_2}. Ilion f i,, an in,'r,';t.ing ['llll,'li,_ll ,_f ti,, -illCe
,g :-,*,trr_.r, -',
-- = > O. (.in,'o -- < land ,,,, >_ 2) (,1:;1
,I,,,, , ,,,,2;_,/rT'F_T, ,-" TTP, T -
2 t }
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Case 2: 8, = 0. This implies Pi = mi. TTRT. We have
LPJTTRT- lJ
• P,/TTRT
L
From (95) and (9(_). we get
LP,/TTRT- 1j l
P,/TTRT
nb- 1 1
mi -- "2
1 1
>-_> _ >-.
- - :3- '_' - :3TTRT
(_m)
(97)
Q.E.D.
C.2 Proof of Theoreni 6.3
In this _ul)section, a proof of tlleorem 6.3 is presented. We need to prove a lamina first.
LEMMA C.1 .t._.*um_ that u'¢ har_ two mc_sage set.s 3[ and .lI' n'ber_ their tttdtzalion fa(tors are
equal, i._.. U(.ll) = /['(3I'). F_trlh_r. as_nm_ thai the _qt_chronou.s capacHq allocal_d to all ih_ nod_ 1_ th_
sanlc irrcspeciir¢ of the message ,set cot_.sidel,d i.e,. for i = 1 ... n.
H_ = H_, (gs)
Th_ first message .set is arhHrart.I. That is.
31 = {(C'I.P1)...(Ci. Pi)...(C,,.P,,)}. (9_._)
B!l (4). a message period Pi i._ of the fo,'m
Pi = m,. TTRT- _,. llOO)
wh_r_ mi = [TT--_] a,,d 0 < ('i < TTRT.
The _eco,cl me_age set 3I' is of the /orm
]I' = {{C i. P[)... ((-';. P')...(('[,. P,',)}. 101)
Th( parameters of the me_._agcs in 3[' depe_d o_ thc,.._e in 31 and H, a._ folh,ws:
P[ = I P'' ,fro,--2:
t mi " TTRT- Hi. if m, >_ 3:
a,d
102)
('i. tf,,,, = 2:( "_ = 1o:;)P/. ,f ,,,, > :3,
(Ttr'(, the ah,,r( (oltchllt,ll_. if lh( d_,tdh,e c,t,,,hai_l! ,f m_,age _,l .ll' i_ ,Mt,fl, d. lbea the d,,I,llt_t
, on..h,tHIl i,f _11_,_,mg( '.,1 .1I i., al,o ,all,[i, d.
Proof: Ba_,,l ,,,i lhe values of mi. P,. aml f}'. w,' hay,. _h,',,' ca,,'.-. _c, eon_i,l,'r:
• 1hi ----2.
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m• mi > 3 and P, _< P,q and
• mi >_3and P, > P[.
In ,'ach of these throe cases we show that if there is sufficient time to _-uccos_fulb transmil me_c_age (C_. P_')
ill message set 3/". then tile time available is also sufficient to transmit message ((-'_. P,'l in M.
Case 1: m,= 2. By(102) and (103). we have
P[ = Pi. C[ = .(5",. and HI = Hi. (I04)
Therefore. the lower bound on the time available to transmit both (C,. P,) and (C_. PC') will 1,o the
same. Since tile deadline constraint is not violated when transmitting any message in message set
3I'. the deadline constraint will not be violated when transmitting a message (Ci. Pi) (= (C[. P/J) in
message set ),I either.
Case 2: m_ >.3 and P,_< P[. By (102). wo have
From (103). we have
/',>__ _;_ = HI > 0. (105)
(.; = P/ ("_ = P,'
• p, C_. -_- > C,. (106)
Using Corollary 5.1. we claim that the lower hound on the fimo available to transmit eithor mossage
(Ci. Pi) or (C'_. P[) during their respective message periods P_ and P[ is the same. This is l,ecause
Xi -- X[ = (mi - 2). Hs -- (mi - 2) • H_. Since this amount of time is sufficient to transmit a message
of length C_. the message with length (-'i can also be transmitted before the end of period P:. That i._.
the deadline constraint of messages in this case is met.
Case 3:m, >_ ] and P, > P_. Let
P_ = P,'+O (0<0< HI). (t07)
From (103) and (107). we have
0
(", = ("/(1 + _,). (10s)
Now. as seen in the proof ofCorollar 5"5.1 the [m- 1)_j' tok,ql arrival at node i. in tile wors_ case. occur.,,
at tile end of th.e period P" = mi - TTRT" - H,. H,_nce. wh,_n Pi = P,' + 0. tile node i can tran,,mi_
additional _5nchronous messages for a _ime 0. That is. th, _ maximmn amount/say .\, ) of time availal,le
Io transmit synchronous messages within l,orio, l P,. in th, _ wor,,t case. is ('_ + 0. Therefore.
( ._ ( ';
.\-, = (';+ 0 a (.':+ __0 c_i,l_T' -- _)
0
= (','(l +-_;)
g
_- (",. (11)9)
l:l.o]tt (10.q) w,. see thai th,.r_, will 1,e ,,ulfi,'i,_nt _im_' avail:d+, for (", to I,,, tran,qnitt,.d within 1,,'ri,,l
P, That is. llw 1,'adlino constraint of the. m_.s_a,.;c. _,,.t 3[ i_, ,,ati,,fied in thi-ea.,e too.
:{1
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From tile results of tile above cases, we see that t]l, _.deadline constraint of message set 3[ is sat isfi,,I if
the deadline constraint of message set .1I' is satisfied. Q.E.D.
We are now ready to provo Theorem 6.3.
THEOREM 6.3 Th_ II'or.4 Ca_ .4rhi_rabl_ UliIvaliol_ _f the _qtlal parlitioll _ql_hrono_t_ Cal_lcilt t allo-
1 • ([ -- ,'.,) trlvrc a = T_ a_d ll i.s the l_tmb_l of _Jod_._.cation .schem( Is a,_-(l-(,)
Proof: We prove the theorem b v showing that the following statements are true:
1. For any mesc, ago set J[. the protocol constraint will always be satisfied.
• 1 . (1 - a). the deadline constraint will2. For any message set .1[ with utilization factor ('(.U) _< an< 1-,,
_e satisfied.
1
:3. For any. giveu ( > 0. there exi,.ts a lne_,ag__,._ set 3[ with utilization factor g_'(3[) - a,_-fi-<, _( 1 -_l )+(. so
that the deadline constraint cannot )e sat isfied for this set of messaoes when the synchronous capaci!ies
are allocated ",v u,,mg- tho_ oqual partition scherrle.
==
=
L_w
w
Proof of Statement 1: From (26). we have
TTRT- rHi = n. = TTRT-r. (110)
I1
That is. the protocol constraint is ahvavs satisfied.
Proof of Statement 2: Consider a message set 3I -- {(Ct. P1)...(C. PI)...(C,,. P,_)} with utilization
factor
i
U< .(1 -a) (Ill)
-3,_ - (1 -,a)
whore _1 is the number of nodes and u = r-_ Further, any poriod P, in message set .1I can be expres,_,_d
ill the forln given by (4). That is.
Pi = mi . TTRT- _'i (1t2)
-- -- (,l . + . .1 l . . . .I .,vhere mi = [rr-_] > 2 and 0 < bi < TTRT. Now construct a message sot .1I' = {( 1 P() (( ,' P, ) (( ,, P,'. _}
whore
P,. if m, = 2:
P_' = (11:3)
m,.TTRT- H[. if m, >__3:
al/d
('",-. if "Js = 2:
C! = (lll)
P,-'._. if ,,,, > a
It is ,'as3 To v,.rify that Ih,. utilizmiolt faclo> are equal, i.e.. /7"(.1I _) = ['(._I). (;iv,.n Ihe ,.qual lia,'lili,nn
scli,'ln< f(,r 1 < i < _ w,. [lay,. Hi = ti[. Bv I.,'nuna C.I. if lh,. ,h.adline con>.t,aiul <,f im.ssage ..,q .ll' can
1,o salt-fled, lh,.li the ,I,'a,lline o.:,n.,iraint _,[ liiossage s_'t J[ will also t,e ,,ati-fi,',l. \\;, now shvw lhal tit, >
,1,':l_llhi," el-ili>Irailil <if liiC.ssage set ]I' i:'.._ati.,f'iod.
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Case 1: \\V fit'_1 considor the messagos who,;e p,-riods_ aro givon }'5
P; = m, . TTRT- H[
where m, > :3.
Multiplying 1,or h sides of ( 111 ) by ('[/[', we have
(115)
("_ 1 C_'_
-< :b,,-(t-,,:_) ,_" (I _)
1 C,
- 1
< 3. (1 o) .i/P,_ _ _ . (,,--------_. ( 1 - a )
1
= .P[.(1 -t_) =
3n - (1 - o) 3 - --
1 1
l-:;', ' - " P[' (1 -a).
t?
tl
(llG)
Substituting i-,,,_.7_with H,TTRT (since HI = Hi = TTRTiI-u+,+ ). we obtain
1 I
c'; < -- C.(1-o).
- 3 - Y_r n
(117)
Ft'om Lemma 6.1 and (113) we have
1 [P'/TTRT- 1J
3 - _ <- P,'/TTRT
TTRT
(118)
Therefore. we cat] rewrite (1 IT) as
., [P[/TTRT-1J 1 .p[.(l_o)
Ci < P[/TTRT " _-_
P/ lJ TTRT.(I_o)
= LTT-RT ' l--T--
K 1] .H, (11o)
= I----_TTRT "
Because of Corollary .5.1. inequality (119) ,,bows that the deadline constraint of tlle message,, in this
case is ahvays satisfied.
Case 2: We now consider those messages whose periods are given hy
P/ = P+ = 2.TTRT. 120)
By(lll).wohave
| -- +| 1 -- ¢1
U< <--
- :b_-(l-_i) - 2.
121)
whet'o , > I.
MullildYinL+.+4I,oth sid,',. _,f (121) l;y _, wo haw
_ < ,/5 <_
f" - 2. (" - 2.
(sillCe
(,i
-- </).
[) ! --
i
1"2"2)
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Because of Corollary 5.1, (123)
1 --gl
('; < P; 2.
TTRT. (1 -,I)
= (by (120))
/7
= If_
= L.2-TTRT 1J
_.-_..-_ . H i
/
P" 1.1 ' (12a)
= L_r_--_T . H,.
implies that tile deadline COllstraillt of nles._age set .}1' is satisfied.
From ('asos t and 2. we see that tile deadline constraint of message set 31' is satisfied when {(31') _<
1-,., . By Lomma (7'.i. the deadline constraint of message set 3I is also satisfied.
3n - ( 1 - _ I
Proof of statement 3: For any given e > 0. there exists a nlessage set .11 wilh utilizatiou factor g'(3[) =
] (1 - o) + e so that the deadline constraint cannot be satisfied for this set of messages when the
3n-[I-o I
synchronous capacities are allocated using the equal partition scheme.
Let TTRT = P,,,i,,/2 = 1/2 and n be tile number of nodes. For all 5" given _ > 0. consider tile following
nle_sage set :
C'1 = c/3. P1 = 1.
C", = I-°"4" l_-/31t3n-(l-a)l p. = 3 1-a
- 'Zn -- 2n - 2 2n "
('i = (/:3. P, = (n -- 2). for i=3...n.
(12_)
Tile total utilization factor of tile above message set is
1-o 1{'/3!!3n--I 1--o _)
C'_ c 2, -t- 2,
[ = T, = (5)+( 3 _-,,
_=1 2 2n
e l-o e e
= (5)+(3,,_11_,,) +5)+(5 )
1-,3
- --F¢.
3r, - (1 - o)
) + (_-_ </3
,,_---_2)
i=3
125)
\Ve now show that &_ > H._,. We have.
p.,
_'_,= r=-v-k--v_] . TTRT - P., _a/2-(i-(,)/2,,_ i a ]-,,I rf5 / 5 -(_ _,,
1--ol 3
= [3-(1-,,)1,,1.., "+ 2,,
3 3 1 - n
- +
:2 2 2n
I - ,_ TTtZT. (1 - u)
= _ = > H.,. 12fi)
2n n -- -
Thor,fore. the amo,ml (.Y.,) t,f synchronous itles_ago>, that can I,,.That is. (ll) of ('orollary 5.1 hcl,ls.
transndlt,.,I I,y lied,. "2. ill lhe WOI's! Case. within l,oriad P.,. is giv,-.u hy ,.,lltation (13).
p.,
X._, = L-TT)T lj. fi..,
:]4
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(127)
We see tha! tile deadline constraint has heen violated wh,m the utilization factor of th,_ message set is
]-_' Q.E.D.greater than 3,,-i 1-a I"
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TTR_
Transmit,ion of __vn,:hronou_
TTRT [-_L_ ........... _,J Tran*mi_ian of ,t_vn.:hronous
T HT_ I_! I J I
A B C D E F G F1
* ,,mo,
' ID
A: TRT, b, re_,et to TTRT. [(', -- O. Token is released.
B: Token i, recieved early. THT, -- TRT,. TRT, -- TTRT. f(', -- o.
C: Synchronous lnes_,age.- tran.-mitted in interval B-('. THT, .,tart:, Cotlnt down.
D: Asynchronous messages transmitted in interval ('-D. Token relea,,ed.
E: TRL expires and i.-, reset io TTRT. LC, -- t.
F: Token received late since L(', = 1. [(', -- o. Tran,,mit -ynchronon,, [rame,_ only.
G: Allocated capacity for _,ynchronous tran-mi,-,,ion expires. Token is relea,,ed.
t[: TBT, t.xphe- again and is re_,et to TTRT. LC, -- I.
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2 c, 23 2
Synchronous capacity H+ = 0.2 TTRT = o.5
Me_,s,age length C', = 0.8..Me:-sage F,eriod P, = 2.3
Total time available for transmitting synchronous me,.,,ages in the wor,t ca_,e:
=L r,rr_r_ljH, = [_-1]11.2= .6 unit,,.
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